
Cunnilingus and fecondity : Nano mero Art  over creation.
Never ending work.

The Creation.

Example of graphe of K-system.



Mero Art:

The natural medium of creation :

Sound like I do little destruction here during my creation, but everything was planned by 
my cat understanding what I've created. It's not hazard solve, it's basically ten years of 

hard work for 3 minutes and some pictures.



Abstract.

So manipulating 18 nodes of affine applications intricated in Poincarré volumes given by 
this neighbourhood integrations :

The scene.

Same object at different places falling down like a sequence to see close to the objects.
(We can see target and camera circles on the picture.)



To give Horus on this 3D volume :



The 3d object contains various meromorphic profile of patterns.



The aggregat of forms given more complex forms, and so on, give images of dreams with 
correct positions in time about radiation of matter in gravitanionnal field.



Approximation of time travelling is set by position of the object at start and by the 
forms employed. This give only a dream in possessions of parts.

Glow is added to represent radiation of matter throught time. E = m.c² + c.dv that is the 
real correct equation that explains magnetism too.

My works were during for  a decade when I've thought to express  myself.  I've made 
research  on  paintings  in  wormholes  creations  with  animals,  it  was  some  kind  of 
criminology and we worked very hard to concretise wishes.

Resolution of complex system: synthesis of memorisation : me sleeping on my desk.

The time of pause of the picture in the sequence is the same for all meromophic object 
and depends of the initial positions.



My house from the window.

* * *

The date is not fixed in the resolution except when I was seeking for sleeping in my 
house; huge work, and long training to get this picture like a synthesis of memory, and 
moreover,  cats are medium seeing throught the medium that is an epileptic remember 
everytime what he have done. The machine can be extended as shown in the beginning 
of this document, to precognition and law applications. And perform a time delay in 
brain functionnaly in consideration of water feeling.

This demo is the prototype of time exploration machine. You can see me trying to sleep 
at my house, my eyes shoot and in action during the whole demo. The work is based on  
ball gravitationnal field of falling objects.

Moreover, it is a work of synthetisation of memory based on meroshapes and I do invent 
IA to work with it as Dead Deer about to maintain a state of mind of resolution.

It's natural thinking, the solve of the system bring memorisations and throught time cats 
are our best friends.

That is for the asset of our ages.



Me in cunnilingus.



Example of two other scenes without glow :

This quality of dreams requires expansion in due to the add-on of materials, and forms 
complete each others.



Other important fact, the validation of the sequence : the synchronisation between the 
texture and the meromorph object. Recursivity and order sets for new verity logic table 
proof, because the hasard solver rendering gives a time.

Contextually, note that 3D renderings has been often made by remote viewing to my 
stuffs. Well, it can be demonstrated. I've got some time travelling power regardless to 
my  share  and  we  won  millions  to  lottery  with  my  children.  Nevertheless,  a  brain 



stretched never come back to its original and proof can be made with genetic.

Moreover,  is  the  only  way  to  decrypt  DNA  code.  My  remote  viewing  has  my  DNA 
signature and matchs can be found in the look of the truth !

Works  looking  for  inspirations,  works  looking  for  algorithms  (environment  mapping, 
bump environment mapping, 3d modeler (throught time)) etc, can be sources for DNA 
decoding.

From  my  parapsychological  remote  viewing,  things  have  been  made  and  my  DNA 
signature is present in those who use my brain to make their stuffs.

It can be fun to get all DNAs ! I've set rules for DNA here :  

 http://laurent.horus.free.fr/orbes_dna.pdf 

I made my voice hallucinated, and my view too in considerations of senses even touch 
can be explained. But some do prefer employ my gives to such a things.

It's the only way to decode DNA completely and get informations about our lifes. It may 
be possible my name can be a celeb one.

I've built my portal with animals in fact, DNA of birds and cats have to be integrated for 
inspirations too, and I hope you will participate to the job keeping an hair of you for me 
and my sons.
Demoscene and artists should be enough to understand DNA ! Because of their view 
about lifes.

As said in my document :
(in english) http://laurent.horus.free.fr/orbes_dna_en.pdf 

Genetic code find its coherence with mental images or mental sound, considering the 
main  scheme of  DNA to represents  human,  it  will  be  possible  to create  images  (of 
dreams for example dur to mental images function). DNA submission to gravity is already 
modelised  with  my  demo  Horus  with  a  simple  approach  to  DNA  gravity,  Horus  is 
metaballs falling down and I create an image of me sleeping on my desk, it's genetics 
and the proof of all I said first...

DNA can be modelised with collisions of balls containing meromorphic volum inside !

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdrDV2a9UAw 

My vision of DNA is in coherence with dreaming that say hallucinating before awakening 
in assumption of reality. I was in fact the first to contradict Freud theory in a way we 
can dream about other senses, like flying like a bird. It's merely the sum of the journey 
that makes a dream in the morning. 

The more important is to think about animal intelligence to do pounds in our dones, and 
like  the  concret  of  well-thinking  about  realities.  Meanwhile  scientists  discuss  with 
nonsense about our planet and sci-fi about our future, there is some realities that will 
relay all of this to some kind of poor minding because we believe we were clever than 
animals. All is obtained with rights.

http://laurent.horus.free.fr/orbes_dna.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdrDV2a9UAw
http://laurent.horus.free.fr/orbes_dna_en.pdf

